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Everybody's King: that is precisely the feeling
which the epochs of a reign—an accession, a corona-
tion, a jubilee—convey, often in a rather sentimental
form, to the minds of millions. Parties and classes
disappear into the background of our thoughts, as we
contemplate, on the one hand the long and eventful
history which links Alfred to George VI, and on the
other hand the personality of a king, for which it is so
much easier to feel interest and sympathy than for a
prosaic organization such as a party. In that connection
we must reckon also the royal broadcast,, which brings
the King's voice into every home, among the most
important functions of modern monarchy. Thus the
King's first source of power is that he, more than
anyone else, can remind us that we are one nation.
Secondly, we must notice the influence which the
King still wields as "Head of Society." All titles and
decorations are awarded in his name; and though the
two lists of New Year Honours and King's Birthday
Honours are compiled under the authority of the
Prime Minister, it is obvious that in doubtful cases it
is in the King's power to influence the final decision,
and he may occasionally add names of his own choos-
ing. More important is the distinction which the King
(or any royal personage) can confer upon an institution
or society by a royal visit or by permission to cite a
royal name as patron. From a university to a hospital
there is the same desire to obtain this hallmark of
respectability; and in these days of publicity, when the
newspapers get hold of everything, the success of any
charitable enterprise depends to an enormous extent
upon its ability to attract the royal interest. This
achieved, it will not lack other patrons and patronesses.
At the present day the King's greatly diminished

